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Introduction to Unit
To Thrive or Just Survive….
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The Egret Team is comprised of a team of teachers with common interests and
dedicated to education of the students of Valley Middle School. The Egret team is
dedicated not only to teaching students the skills required for graduation but equally
dedicated to the task of making good citizens. There is a universal need for thinkers,
dreamers and doers. We feel that the essential skills of life require students to be good
thinkers, conscientious workers and compassionate citizens.
The Egret team encompasses in its curriculum the basic disciplines of Math,
Science, Social Studies and English Language Arts as well as Music, Art, and
Technology. We have chosen an interdisciplinary approach to learning. This approach
allows students to uncover the concepts of each discipline and contains probing
questions.

Our curriculum is based on real life issues containing many hands-on

activities and is designed to engage students in their own learning.
This interdisciplinary educational approach will be linked to an important
question: Do we as humans merely survive or can we thrive within a community?
This question, when unraveled, leads us to discover the keys for survival. The focus of
our integrated unit for the students is based on the needs of each individual and his or her
connection with community. Our children are an integral part of the community and our
intention is to focus on how communities work together. We realize that the bonds that
are necessary for personal health and growth of each student are representative of the
needs of a larger community outside of school. The ways in which members of a
community interact determine the health of that community.
The Egret team wants to encourage parents to take an active part in your child’s
education. Children who have parents that are committed to the success of the child are
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able to build self-esteem, make friends and do well in school. Parents should feel free to
contact your child’s teachers via email or phone. One characteristic of a student who is
performing well in school is the completion of homework. “Is my child doing his
homework?” is a question, which if answered with a resounding YES will insure success.
Another characteristic of a high performing student is good organization. This includes
neatly organized notebooks with carefully composed notes and a solid time management
plan that includes a regularly scheduled study time at home. The final key is good
attendance. The pace of our program can be problematic for students who miss school.
All of these suggestions offer a formula for success.
During the weeks of Sept through November attendance will be particularly
important as we engage all the Egret team students in an inquiry about Communities and
how they thrive, which will involve all their subjects as they research, experiment,
calculate, write, and photograph to document their discoveries about healthy, thriving
communities.)
On a final note the Egret Team is pleased to announce that our staff will be
hosting a newspaper gala as a culminating activity to showcase the excellent work of our
students for our community to view.

We will be working diligently towards this

production, which will be held in November. More details will be forthcoming as we
enter this school year with much enthusiasm and high hopes for the performance and
success of each of our students.
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Interdisciplinary Unit Goals,
Object and Essential Questions
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ITU Goals and Objectives



Overall students will be able to learn first hand about their local community,
including their school, town and state community of Massachusetts.



Students will gain an understanding for what community is and their own
individual role they play within each community.



Students will be able to make connections to their own lives and to the
community at large.



Students will be able to reflect on their thoughts and their peers through use of
questioning for polling purposes and data collection as well as by working in
collaborative groups across disciplines on a variety of subject matter involved
with creating the newspaper.



Students will gain a real life perspective of how a newspaper is produced by
visiting the physical production plant in the engaging activity field trip.



Students will gain a strong sense of community and accomplishment in seeing the
newspaper being published from their own direct work and contributions.



Students will build self confidence through their personal presentations given at
the Gallery Tour on the day of the Launch Party.



Students will interact with other members of the community they might otherwise
never have an opportunity to meet and conversely, members of the community
will gain insight into the school, the students and adolescents themselves.

Essential Questions:


What does community mean to me?



In what context do I view my own community and where do I fit in- in school? in
my home town?



What role can I and/or do I play in my community?



Why and how is a newspaper produced?



How will so many different ideas about community fit together to produce a
published work?
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Interdisciplinary Unit
Rationale
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The education of students should be purposeful in that it should prepare students
to function well in the world in which they live. Whatever their environment, students
will constantly have the opportunity to thrive or merely survive as part of a community.
At present, all the students addressed in this unit are part of a family community, the
school community, the town community, and their state community. Some of the students
are affiliated with churches or organizations such as scouting or sports. Most of them
know only their part in receiving from these communities, and are unaware of their part
of actively helping their communities by their participation.

The purpose of this unit is to give students the chance to form an inquiry about a
community of interest to them that they can explore. More importantly, the unit will
provide an opportunity for each student to find their own role and level of interest, and
discover the level of interconnectedness they want as a participant in that community.
Will they merely survive or in fact, thrive? As a final project students will be encouraged
to publish at least one piece of writing about a community of interest for the school’s first
community newspaper. The newspaper will be a teacher guided, but student driven
project.

Throughout this unit students will be challenged to practice several habits of mind
as they consider all the patterns of connections in various communities. Students will be
researching, assessing the value and validity of sources, synthesizing knowledge, making
logical inferences and conclusions, and examining solutions to various types of problems
encountered in communities.
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The following concept map provides a visual representation of the
central guiding question of our theme Community, Thrive or Just Survive? It
illustrates how each content area is linked, relates to and is interconnected
by commonalities related to the central theme of community. It indicates
that being part of community means to “thrive” from scientific perspective by
living in and being part of an Ecological Community. From a Language Arts
and Social Studies perspective it means to “thrive” within our community of
Massachusetts, by taking part in what the community offers, and giving
something back. Additionally, thriving means to operate and function
within a Mathematical community, where numbers play and integral role in
understanding and being part of one’s school community.
With closer inspection, one will notice an overlapping and
interconnectedness of concepts, all relating to the theme of community and
its importance within this interdisciplinary unit.
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The Web Map by Discipline is a visual representation of the major
content areas that will be utilized in the interdisciplinary unit of
Community. Additionally, several other areas were added to provide a full
picture of the concept at hand; those being developmental skills, study skills,
the culminating activity presentation and the study of the unified arts.
The theme of community touches each content area in unique ways as
well as in unified ways. The bullets noted under each discipline provide a
thumbnail sketch of the areas touched upon. Content area details will be
outlined in much fuller detail in the Content Area section of the ITU.
Frameworks are addressed within each discipline and each area outlined in
the Web Map provides an overall look at the unit theme and tie in within
each discipline.
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Curriculum Content
English Language Arts

Sally Boal
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The English Language Arts portion of the Integrated Unit will lead eighth
graders to examine the value of unifying and individualistic principles in the
context of a small community.

Essential Question: What characteristics make a community thrive,
instead of merely maintaining that community?
PREFACE
Before this unit, measures toward forming a class community will be well
underway. The class will have established their class parameters for
discussion. Students will be beginning to reach the “norming” stage of their
home groups, and we will also have had a few fun activities, promoting
groups working together.
We will also have had some chance to talk about our identity as individuals as
we each shared a summer experience, wrote and shared our bio poems, and
talked about ‘one of our family’s traditions’ in a go-round activity.

Using the book, A House is a House for Me by Mary Ann Hoberman(1978), we
will have looked at patterns and connections between things that contain
other things. Based on the different ways of seeing what can be considered a
house for something, we will also have talked about the characteristics of
different communities and have defined community as a group of individuals
with some common elements and goals. Students will be able to recognize
sub communities within the town: sports teams, churches, clubs, the school, a
workplaces, etc.
We will continue to examine the contrast between healthy and vibrant
communities versus unhealthy and suffocating communities through out the
year in literature. These same issues tie in with appreciation for diversity and
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the individual. Linking appreciation for the individual with being unified
through common values is the “thrive” part of this unit, and will be revisited
again in our unit on social justice in the spring.
Students have begun researching the community of Massachusetts as they
work in groups to prepare field trips for the eighth grade class to choose from
during winter term. Field trip entries are due in the Winter Term after the
Winter Break, and the winning trip will take place in the late spring.
Our hope is that students will gain an interest in being active as individual
participants in some aspect of community, even as they see their part in the
unified whole. Because we are studying communities and connections, the two
literary works I have chosen for students are Arthur Miller’s play, The
Crucible, (which we will examine in part using the script and also see parts of
the video), and The Giver, by Lois Lowry.
In the Language Arts portion, students will be exploring connections in
community through historical and current times. Students will be viewing the
video The Crucible, as they read the play by Arthur Miller. We will also delve
into the historical background of the Salem community’s response to the witch
trials, by examining primary documents in groups. Though out the unit, there
will be essays, class discussion, role playing, and assessed group work, as
well as activities and writing assignments on the theme and use of conflict to
reveal character in response to struggle.
Finally, students will revisit their summer reading book, The Giver by Lois
Lowry. We will explore the unifying goals of this community in depth as we
consider the ways societies are affected by their beliefs and behavior. As they
focus on the roles of characters and their collective parts in community,
students will be considering what aspects of featured communities help
people to thrive and what qualities stifle the activity and peace of the
community.
The culminating project of this unit will be the creation of a school newspaper
which will include reports, persuasive essays and articles reflecting the
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students’ desire to share their ideas with their community, and give the school
a voice in actively participating! A Launching Party will be the showcase for
the efforts of all of the students, and the community will be invited along with
parents to come celebrate the students’ accomplishment with us.
Prior to this unit, eighth grade students have been compiling information at
to create a tour of Massachusetts which their peers could choose for the eighth
grade trip at a later date. The brochure each small group will compile will be
the result of research on various kinds of attractions in Massachusetts,
including sites which will enrich their understanding of the workings of the
Massachusetts community. These will include sites of historical,
environmental, cultural and technological importance, (not to mention fun)
from Pioneer Village in Salem to the Shed at Tanglewood in Lenox,
Massachusetts. Groups will draw on their previous training in Media Literacy
to “sell” their trip, using descriptive information, slogans, pictures, and
advertising influences such as color and implication.
The brochure will be due after the Newspaper culmination of this unit
because of the intense amount of work required from all students to
collectively produce, edit, and participate in putting the newspaper and their
presentations together. Keep your eye out for those travel pages, as their
suggestions are bound to be featured as well as other discoveries.
.
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Massachusetts Language Arts Frameworks Addressed:
Language
1.4 Discussion
2.4 Questioning Listening Contributing
4.20 Vocabulary/context
4.22 Vocabulary

Reading and Literature
8.24 Interpret mood and tone- Give supporting evidence in a text
8.25 Interpret character’s traits, emotions, or motivation and give supporting
evidence from text.
9.5 Making Connections: Historical context of literary work
11.4 Analyze themes across a variety of selections, distinguishing them from
topic.
13.22 Identify evidence used to support an argument.
15:6 Evaluate how and author’s choice of words creates tone and mood.
15:7 Evaluate how the author’s use of words advances the theme or purpose of
the work
.17.5 Identify and analyze elements of setting, plot, and characteristics in the
plays that are read/performed
18.4 Dramatic Reading/ Performance Develop and present characters through
the use of basic acting skills, explain artistic choices made, and use a
scoring guide with teacher developed categories to create scoring
criteria for assessment.

Composition
19.23 Write multi-paragraph compositions that have clear topic development,
logical organization, effective use of detail, and variety in sentence structure.
21.6 Revise writing to improve to improve organization and diction after
checking logic, precision and economy of writing
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23.10 Organize information into a coherent essay or report with a thesis
statement in the introduction, transition sentences to link paragraphs, and a
conclusion.
23.11 Organize ideas for comparison and contrast essays..
25.4 Evaluating Writings and Presentations: As a group, develop and use
scoring guides or rubrics to improve organization and presentation of written
and oral projects.

Language Arts/Humanities Unit Goals:


Students will make connections between the setting and tone of the
play.



Students will note comparisons and contrasts between behaviors in
contemporary culture and behaviors in Salem in 1692.



Students will learn new vocabulary and use the words in their own
descriptions.



Students will think critically and speak articulately in discussion about
Miller’s theme and purpose in writing The Crucible.



Students will relate concepts in the Crucible to real communities using
historical knowledge and documentation.



Students will gain historical knowledge of the Salem Witch Trials



Students will be able to recognize manipulative clout and prejudice.



Students will be able to make connections between scapegoating, and
contemporary “witch hunts”.



Students will be exposed to complex themes in literature.



Students will appreciate the individual qualities (in themselves and
others) which combine within goals for living in a thriving community.
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Unit Objectives:


Students will be able to make inferences about vocabulary based on
the text, but follow up by getting the true definition and writing it down.



Students will be able to discuss the use of word choices in the setting to
convey the playwrite’s tone and possible theme.



Students will be able to use agreed upon rules for informal discussions
in small groups
Students will be able to pose questions, listen to the ideas of others, and
contribute their own information in group discussions.





Students will be able to research the historical background of The
Crucible.



Students will identify the use of setting to create mood and tone in the
video of The Crucible.



Students will be able to write about the effective visual choices used in
video to convey the setting, and the beginning of the rising action of the
plot.



Students will be able to identify examples of stereotyping,
discrimination, and scapegoating in contemporary communities.



Students will be able to identify examples of stereotyping,
discrimination, and
scapegoating in The Crucible.




Students will be able to determine various themes in the play, but
determine one central theme.



Students will analyze Miller’s theme.



Students will be able to create sentences using vocabulary words in
correct context, and in sentences which explain meaning without giving
a definition.



.. Students will be able to perform dramatic reading of play.



Students will be able to identify their theme and why the scene
accurately represents it.
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Students will be able to judge other performance based upon
performance criteria decided on as a class.



Students will be able to assess one another using agreed upon criteria.



Students will revise and re-write their compositions, editing for
spelling, grammar, structure, language and format.



Students will be able to compare and contrast the setting of The Giver
and The Crucible.



Students will be able to analyze the author’s characters, plot, and
theme.



Students will be able to have a class discussion on the ethics of a
subversively controlled society



Students will identify characters with clout and scapegoating issues in
The Giver.



Students will be able to analyze the author’s characters, plot, and
theme.



Students will be able to have a class discussion on the ethics of a
subversively controlled society



Students will identify characters with clout and scapegoating issues in
The Giver.



Students will be able to compare and contrast some qualities of the
communities of The Giver and The Crucible with their own community

.




Students will be able to analyze the values in their own community
which make it a productive place to grow.
Students will write a persuasive essay.

Timeline
Approximate length of Community Literature unit: 15 days
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Texts and Sources:
Beloche, L. (1998). The cooperarive classroom:empowering learning. Upper
Saddle River, Prentice-Hall
Hoberman, M.(1978) . A house is a house for me. New York, The Viking Press,
Kreidler, W. (1994). Conflict resolution in the middle school. Cambridge,
Educators for Social Responsibility (lessons 26 and 27).
Miller, A.(1953). The crucible. New York, Viking Penguin Inc.
The Crucible, Video. (1998). Twentieth Century fox Home Entertainment, Inc.
(Johnson C., Johnson D. (1998). Understanding the crucible. Westport, The
Greenwood Press. *
Research sites on the following web sites only:
http://www.salemweb.com/memorial/
http://www.salemwitchtrials.com/salemwitchcraft.html#politics
http://www3.nationalgeographic.com/salem/
http://jefferson.village.virginia.edu/salem/17docs.html
* this book includes copies of primary and secondary historical documents.

Habits of Mind:
Problem Solving
Making Connections with the past
Noticing Patterns
Respecting individuality
Valuing interdependence in cooperative groups
Researching Information
Thinking critically, fluidly, and logically
Speaking articulately
Active listening
Looking for purpose and relevance in subject matter (why does it matter?)
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Detail
Day 1
Frameworks: 4.20 Vocabulary/context
4.22 Vocabulary
15.7 Evaluate how the author’s choice of words advances the
theme or purpose of a work
Objective:




Students will be able to make inferences about vocabulary based
on the text, but follow up by getting the true definition and
writing it down.
Students will be able to discuss the use of word choices in the
setting to convey the playwrite’s tone and possible theme.

VocabWords: partisan villainous
persecuted bidden
Creed
vain
potent
province
Ne’er-do-wells lye
ordinances
give a good account
Predilection rankle
parochial
snobbery
Armed camp Maraudedheathen
citadel
Land-lust
Dis / unity auto/cracy theo/cracy
deceit/ful
Introduce the play, The Crucible. Read aloud the Setting descriptions which
begin Act I and assess for understanding with questions. Students work
individually to complete : “What I think it means”, …part of work sheet. Then
students pair up and complete “What it really means”part of the worksheet
using dictionary.
Class discussion (based on class’ established guidelines) about Miller’s
choice of words and the tone of his book.
Invite students to speculate on the theme and purpose of this play, based on
Miller’s title, description of the place and characters.
Homework: Begin reading the play script. Finish vocabulary not completed in
class.
Day 2
Frameworks Addressed:
Language
1.4 Discussion
2.4 Questioning Listening Contributing
Reading and Literature
9.5 Making Connections: Historical context of literary work
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Objectives:




Students will be able to use agreed upon rules for informal discussions
in small groups
Students will be able to pose questions, listen to the ideas of others, and
contribute their own information in group discussions.
Students will be able to research the historical background of The
Crucible.

Procedure
TPS prior knowledge about the Salem Witch Trials
Class Formal Discussion as per class standards
Overview of background History - Home Groups
To begin their inquiry, students will examine primary and secondary
documents about the Salem Witch Trials (found in support text and on web).
Students in six groups of 4 and 3 will examine:
I.
Characters’ backgrounds
II
methods of evidence
III
methods of questioning
IV
potential motives of the court
V
who were the first accused and how did the accusations progress.
–why were they accused?
VI
Examine the Puritan definition of evil:
What defined right living? What was improper?
These documents will prepare students to understand the characters and
paradigms within The Crucible. After groups document what they find, they
will each compliment their knowledge by researching independently using
provided websites for homework. They are responsible for presenting
information in their subject area, which they must be prepared to explain to
other groups.
Also: Vocabulary handout to go in notebook. Update and use as you
read.
Day 3 (lesson cont’d)
Procedure
As group work and presentations occur, assess student prep and notes.
15 minutes 3 groups present their findings with the class.
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Relate group findings to text setting as described in text
Clarify play and video as accurately representative of history, not actual nonfiction.
15 minutes 3 more groups present their findings with the class
Homework: List 10 factual elements uncovered in the class research that
might have an affect the upcoming trials.
Day 4
Frameworks Addressed:
8.24 Interpret mood and tone- Give supporting evidence in a text
17.5 Identify and analyze elements of setting, plot, and characteristics in the
plays that are read/performed.

Objectives :
Students will identify the use of setting to create mood and tone in the video of
The Crucible.
Students will be able to write about the effective visual choices used in video
to convey the setting, and the beginning of the rising action of the plot.

Procedure:
Review (briefly) group findings and discussion so far. Check completion of
homework (out on desks).Record check, check+ or check – in grade book
depending on homework completion/correctness.
Ask class to define setting. Reach appropriate definition.
Tell students they will begin film, and ask students to take notes on setting.
Stop at chicken/ blood scene. Invite Class Discussion of setting, girls’ state of
mind and motives for their behavior.
Fast forward to first scene with Betty in bed “sick”. (omit brief nudity scene)
Stop at five minutes before end of period and assign homework:
Based on your class notes, write a short essay to answering the questions:
What factors particularly affect the setting in the video more than in the text?
How are the film and the text’s conveyance of setting different? . (Video has
run approximately 20 minutes total so far) Students should read to page 32
in text (just before Hale comes)

Day 5
Frameworks
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8.24 Interpret mood and tone- Give supporting evidence in a text
8.25 Interpret character’s traits, emotions, or motivation and give
supporting evidence from text
.2.4 Questioning Listening Contributing
4.20 Vocabulary/context ( “clout”)

Objectives:
8.24 Interpret mood and tone- Give supporting evidence in a text
8.25 Interpret character’s traits, emotions, or motivation and give
supporting evidence from text
.2.4 Questioning Listening Contributing
4.20 Vocabulary/context ( “clout”)
Procedure:
Collect essays to assess for grasp of setting, and paragraph structure.
Class discussion: 15 min Revisit last scene via the play text.
( It is not exact, but similar enough) note differences and similarities in text
and film so far. Discussion questions:
Why do you think Betty is “sick”?
How does Abigail coerce the other girls to lie and pose as possessed?
Why might she be like that?
Why do they yield to her?
Gathering activity
ESR # 26 Discuss elements of clout: particularly invite help from the groups
who worked on character’s backgrounds and the officials who presided over
the cases. Revisit Abby’s motives.
Day 6 NEWSPAPER FIELD TRIP! Students take notes on tour. Consider what
part of the newspaper process they would most enjoy.
Day 7 (clout lesson cont’d)
First 15 minutes: recap field trip, discuss writing possibilities, variety of
options for creativity and fun of participation in culminating project.
Encourage the students to use this opportunity to communicate
information to the community about students and let students know that
various graphic organizers and formats of rubrics are available for
writing helps, (as well as help after school each day except Wednesday).
Encourage Editors, reporters, photographers and cartoonists to sign up
NOW.
Transition to the importance of importance: CLOUT
Revisit clout lesson briefly. Ask students to record examples of characters
with clout as they view the film. Show 30 minutes (or whatever you can)of
video. Stop when needed to clarify meaning and motives. Solicit home group
members’ help for related historical information.
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Homework: Read to the end of Act Two over the weekend.

Day 8
Objecives:
Students will be able to identify examples of stereotyping, discrimination, and
scapegoating in contemporary communities.
Students will be able to identify examples of stereotyping, discrimination, and
scapegoating in The Crucible.
Homework assessment:
Short answer (written) quiz to confirm reading completed.
What do we know about John Proctor now that we didn’t before?
What is Mary afraid of at the end of chapter two?
Collect quizzes –use as homework grade (check, check + ,or check - ) Assess
comprehension and task completion.
Procedure:
Review happenings in film/text with class.
Activity
ESR #27 Discuss elements of scapegoating in The Crucible, in school..
Discuss: How does this film demonstrate scapegoating?
Show another portion of film if any remainder of class

Day 9
Frameworks:
4.22 Vocabulary
11.4 Analyze themes across a variety of selections, distinguishing them from
topic.
13.22 Identify evidence used to support an argument.
15:6 Evaluate how and author’s choice of words creates tone and mood.

Objectives:
 Students will be able to determine various themes in the play, but
determine one central theme.
 Students will analyze Miller’s theme.
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Students will be able to create sentences using vocabulary words in
correct context, and in sentences that explain meaning without giving a
definition.

Ask what a “crucible” is. Invite discussion on Arthur Miler’s choice of
title.
Define theme. Clarify with class some themes of The Crucible they notice
so far.
Review progress of film and show as much as possible to finish.
Homework: In what ways does the playwrite, Arthur Miller, use dialogue, and
specific words to promote the theme of his play, The Crucible? Due in two
class days. Handout on criteria for essay.
Criteria:
You must start with a topic sentence stating your viewpoint. Use supporting
paragraphs which supply evidence for your case. Your final paragraph must
restate your main point in a new way including some new information from
your evidence, which strengthens the support for your viewpoint.

Day 10
Frameworks:
17.5 Identify and analyze elements of setting, plot, and characteristics in the
plays that are read/performed
18.4 Dramatic Reading/ Performance Develop and present characters through
the use of basic acting skills, explain artistic choices made, and use a scoring
guide with teacher developed categories to create scoring criteria for
assessment.
Objectives:
 Students will be able to perform dramatic reading of play.
 Students will be able to identify their theme and why the scene
accurately represents it.
 Students will be able to judge other performance based upon
performance criteria decided on as a class.
 Students will be able to assess one another using agreed upon criteria.

With your home group, pick a scene, which demonstrates the theme of the
play. You will present it to the class tomorrow. You cannot take more than
seven minutes for your scene. If you need “extras” you may borrow them
from other groups. You do not need props, but you may bring some (small
ones) if you like. You do need to be able to explain why your group chose
the scene, where it fits in the plot, and how it demonstrates the theme of
The Crucible you are highlighting.
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Assessment: Collaboratively created with instructors and students:
Develop criteria for grading with class. Criteria should address
appropriate interpretation, acting style, choice of scene, and explanation
of choice.

Day 11 (cont’d)
Frameworks
17.5 Identify and analyze elements of setting, plot, and characteristics in the
plays that are read/performed
18.4 Dramatic Reading/ Performance Develop and present characters through
the use of basic acting skills, explain artistic choices made, and use a
scoring guide with teacher developed categories to create scoring
criteria for assessment.

Collect essays from homework.
Review time limits for today’s performances, and the collaborative criteria
designed by me and the class.
Groups perform.
Each student in class rates each group’s performance and choice of scene
using format created with instructor.
Instructor also rates performances. Assessments are collected and included
as part of grade. (Weight of class score in relation to instructor score to be
determined)

Day 12
Frameworks:
19.23 Write multi-paragraph compositions that have clear topic development,
logical organization, effective use of detail, and variety in sentence structure.
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21.6 Revise writing to improve to improve organization and diction after
checking logic, precision and economy of writing
23.11 Organize ideas for comparison and contrast essays.

Objectives:
 Students will revise and re-write their compositions, editing for
spelling, grammar, structure, language and format.
 Students will be able to compare and contrast the setting of The Giver
and The Crucible.
Writing Workshop
First 30 minutes.
1. Go through writing portfolio. Select one essay from this unit to add to your
portfolio and explain why it is important to you.
2. Begin revision and editing work on the essay handed back today. Review
your work, checking for clear topic development, logical organization,
effective use of detail, and variety in sentence structure.
3. When you have reviewed your work alone thoroughly, you may ask your
10:00 O’clock buddy to review and edit your essay.
Last 20 minutes of class: Instructor Read A- Loud Chapter One of The Giver
and invite students to compare and contrast the setting and tone with that of
The Crucible.
We will be revisiting The Crucible, as we compare and contrast its concepts
with those in The Giver .
I fully intend to encourage students to follow up on their own curiosities about
The Crucible, supplying them with further documentation on the apologies of
the Elders, and the opportunity to investigate other “witch hunts” in more
recent history.

Review and analysis of The Giver
Day 13
Frameworks
8.25 Interpret character’s traits, emotions, or motivation and give supporting
evidence from text.
11.4 Analyze themes across a variety of selections, distinguishing them from
topic.

Objective:
Students will be able to analyze the author’s characters, plot, and theme.
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Students will be able to have a class discussion on the ethics of a subversively
controlled society
Students will identify characters with clout and scapegoating issues in The
Giver.

Class Discussion of book:
(Reminder--Discussion protocol):
What are some important cultural practices in Jonas’ community ?
Is there anything about this community that appeals to you?
(Choosing is done for you
No news of pain, no feeling of pain lasts…)

What was the purpose of telling about feelings at night and dreams in the
morning?

Why do you suppose “the stirrings” needed to be suppressed?

Why is it so upsetting to Jonas when he is told that he is allowed to lie?

What emotion creates the turning point for Jonas?

Why doesn’t Jonas leave alone as they plan?

What did it mean to the Giver that he could help Jonas leave, and force the
feelings to be felt in the community?
What would you have done to change things if you were Jonas or the Giver?
What was the theme of this book?
Who has clout?
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Is anyone a scapegoat?
Class work/Homework
Create a new ending. Begin where you want to go forward from.
Present your ending to the class tomorrow.

Day 14
Students make presentations of student written endings/
After presentations, allow class to respond about choices of endings.
Note differences in the endings and creativity of individuals in choices of how
to end story. Emphasize: students share same goal, but demonstrate
individual style and ideas.

Day 15
Changing and growing in community:
Framework:
19.23 Write multi-paragraph compositions that have clear topic development,
logical organization, effective use of detail, and variety in sentence structure.
Objectives:
Students will be able to compare and contrast some qualities of the
communities of The Giver and The Crucible with their own community
.
Students will be able to analyze the values in their own community
which make it a productive place to grow.
Students will write a persuasive essay.
Class Discussion:
In your summer reading of The Giver, you encountered a community which
was unified by specific rules.
What were the primary goals of community beliefs/rules in The Giver?
What were the primary goals of community beliefs/rules in the Crucible?
Are there similarities between the communities?
How do you think each society’s goals help them or hurt them?
In groups:
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Using the large poster paper, list some of the unifying goals or viewpoints you
feel are supported by this town.
IF Groups find common elements
How do you participate in what unifies our town?
How do you express your individuality in our town?
Do you affect the culture of our town?
IF Groups truly do not find common elements
What would you want to change about this town or school to promote unity, or
allow for more diversity?
Write a persuasive editorial with your group for the Newspaper. Let your
target community know why you are pleased about our community, and what
needs to change. Be sure to use formal language.
Assign parts of the letter to each person in the group. You need one editor,
one vocabulary person, a reader (out loud), and a content critic. Be sure you
form an outline so that each person knows what to write.
Make your point clearly in your topic sentence, support your opinion with
evidence for each point, and be ready to defend your opinion with a few
answers for possible objections before you close.
Use persuasive essay template.
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Assessment
During the last week leading up to the Newspaper production and the Launch
Party students will be revising with peers, rewriting, making choices about
what work to submit to the editors, and creating their presentations.
Classes will focus on assisting students to help them meet their goals using
guidelines for writing genres, editing tips, rubrics, teacher check-ins and
personal support and encouragement from all involved.
Assessment and Evaluation
The editing process is ongoing throughout the unit, but will also be a group
effort on the part of students and faculty using a rubric, which students and
faculty create together for keeping the standard of entries professional and
grammatically correct.
Since the endeavor of publishing a newspaper is itself requiring standards of
excellence for writing, grammar, style, and content, the final assessment is the
staff’s assessment of the newspaper itself, the presentations made at the
launch party, and the staff’s evaluation(subjective)of the measure of
cooperation and community built as the students accomplish it.
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Curriculum Content
Mathematics

Geralyn Anagnostaras (lessons 1 & 2)
-Stretching and Shrinking—Scale Factor Rates
-Polling Data Analysis
Michael Bowler (lesson 3)
-Cost Analysis
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Curriculum Content: Math:
Stretching and Shrinking-Scale Factor/Rates

Overview
Stretching and Shrinking is comprised of student discovery based projects where
students explore scale factor. Scale factor is one strategy used in solving proportions,
rates and ratios which is a key mathematical concept within the frameworks. Once the
methodology is realized, solving proportions will allow students to compare real life
costs associated with creating and printing their own newspaper to the costs they will see
and learn about on their field trip to a real newspaper production room.
Without even realizing it, students will be using the scale factor concept when
looking at a “Wump” figure on a coordinate graph for example and will be able to see
how the figure’s shape changes by width and height and will be able to draw conclusions
from this, based on collaborative group work. Additionally the coordinate graphing piece
will provide students with exposure to graphing, which is an essential framework concept
as well as a needed component in analyzing and representing data students will gather
from polling and questioning they will do in school as part of the newspaper content.
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Massachusetts Frameworks:
The Stretching and Shrinking Unit which accompanies our Community ITU meets
several important Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks within multiple strands,
including the following:

Measurement
8.M.1 Select, convert (within the same system of measurement) and use appropriate units
of measurement or scale.
8.M.3 Demonstrate an understanding of the concepts and apply formulas and procedures
for determining measures (i.e. area, perimeter and circumference)
8.M.4 Use ratio and proportion ( including scale factors) in the solution of problems
including problems involving similar plane figures and indirect measurement
Geometry
8.G.2 Classify figures in terms of congruence and similarity and apply these relationships
to the solution of problems.
Number Sense and Operations
8.N.3 Use ratios and proportions in the solution of problems, in particular, problems
involving unit rates, scale factors and rate of change

Concepts and Goals/Objectives:
The concepts covered will include the following which tie into the team’s the theme of
community while meeting Massachusetts State Curriculum standards


Stretching and Shrinking: This unit is the first in series of texts for Connected
Math and will introduce the Wump Family



Students will be able to identify similar figures by comparing corresponding parts



Students will be able to use scale factors and ratios to describe relationships
among the side lengths of similar figures



Students will be able to construct similar polygons



Draw shapes on coordinate grids and then use coordinate rules to stretch and
shrink those shapes
Students will be able to predict ways that stretching or shrinking a figure affect
lengths, angle measure perimeters and areas
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Students will use the properties of similarity to calculate distances and heights
that can’t be directly measured.



Students will gain a deeper understanding of how the coordinate graph can be
used to explain scale factor with Wump Family figures.



Students will be able to determine approximate costs involved in producing their
newspaper.

Essential Questions:
1. How can the concept of scale factor be used in real life?
2. How are proportions and ratios used when comparing costs?
3. How can I calculate distances and heights without the directly measuring them?
4. When will I need to use these mathematical concepts again?

Habits of Mind
Many Habits of Mind are used within this piece of the Math content including the
following:


Forming (and acting upon) hunches
(For example I know when the Wump family is created using scale factor, one of
them does not look like the others- hunch; scale factor is not the same)



Searching For Patterns
(Once I form a tessellation with a parallelogram and then a triangle I can see how
to create a tessellation with other shapes using the same technique)



Being attentive
(Through use of collaborative group work and a variety of assessment tools based
on group and individual participation and performance, students will be able to
actively participate and in turn, be attentive. Hands-on manipulatives, graphing,
and journal reflection will all be incorporated into this unit)



Taking notes
(Writing in their math journals to reflect on real life use of skills learned)



Thinking fluently
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(Because many math concepts incorporate use of prior knowledge and use a
building block approach to concepts, thinking fluently will be a critical habit of
mind skill to be used and taught within this and other math units)


Asking good questions
(Student-based inquiry will be facilitated by activities and group work. Asking
good questions will be facilitated by the concepts presented and used within the
classroom- through the use if inquiry based learning, the questions will be “good”
by nature because students are exploring through learning.)

Process Skills:







Measurement skills will be utilized
Observation- when first being introduced to the subject and visually exploring
through hand on maniplutives
Thinking concepts and ideas through
Analysis- once mathematical answers are derived what the answer really means
Modeling
Reflection

Timeline:


This unit of material will take about 2 ½ weeks to complete.

Resources:







Engaging Activity- Field Trip to Newspaper
Connected Math series: Stretching and Shrinking Booklet
Geometric shape manipulatives
Graph Paper
Overhead projector
Math Journal
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Curriculum Content: Math
Polling and Data Analysis

Overview:
This activity makes extensive use of group work to explore the importance of
sampling and getting accurate results. Because so much is going on in our local
community and the larger community, in the world in which we live, political topics can
be used as a context to explore commonly used polling methods in gathering data and in
carrying out the polling effort. Once the data is collected it will then need to be analyzed
and this in turn will help students gain a better understanding of how mathematics can be
used in the real world, outside of the classroom and gain a better insight into the world of
polling and what opinions others have on important matters. In addition to polling,
students will learn about samples and statistics, which will introduce them to a several
sampling methods. In this way they can see the difference between polling ( using a
survey to measure attitudes and opinions) versus sampling ( obtaining information about
a population when getting this information from every member of that population is
impractical or impossible) and a survey ( a set of questions asked of a specific population
to collect data for analysis).The polling activity will be have a political context, with
student input, while the sampling and survey methods will be on a student driven topic(s).
In general, many students do not have strong prior knowledge on data analysis, so most
likely several concepts will need to be introduced (such as the definitions outlined above
on survey /poll/ and sample), so an observational assessment will need to be done by the
teacher to assess where the class is in terms of general knowledge on samples,
populations and the like. The US Census Bureau has a website which students can visit to
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get more information about surveys and related information. This will also be part of the
unit.
Once all work is completed, students will be able to share their information and
submit it into the school newspaper. Results will then be reported via an accompanying
article, and/or simply presenting and summarizing the data compiled. The analysis will
take the form of graphs and pie charts and written work as well. In addition basic
mathematical concepts such as mean, mode, median as well as range can be discussed in
class and reported on for newspaper reporting purposes.

Massachusetts Frameworks:
Data Analysis, Statistics and Probability
8.D.1 Describe the characteristics and limitations of a data sample. Identify the different
ways of selecting a sample
8.D.2 Select, create, interpret and utilize various tabular and graphical representations of
data (i.e. circle graphs, Venn diagrams, histograms, scatter plots, table and charts.)
8.D.3 Find, describe and interpret appropriate measures of central tendency ( mean,
median, mode) and spread (range) that represent a set of data. Use these notions to
compare different sets of data.

Goals and Objectives;


Students will be able to formulate questions that can be addressed with and
collect, organize and display relevant data to answer them



Students will learn the difference between polling, surveying and sampling when
collect data and information.



Students will design and conduct surveys from their community using methods
and approaches discussed in class



Students will develop, evaluate inferences and make predictions about data
collected
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Students will gain a basic understanding of statistics and probability.



Students will see where their personal opinions and attitudes fit in to the
community at large and gain some insight about this information through
reflective journal writing and classroom discourse.

Essential Questions
1. How can math be used in the real world?
2. How do the measures of central tendency (mean, median, mode) help me gain a

better understanding of comparing different sets of data?
3. Is all the information I hear and see in the media accurate, or is some of it based

on a biased sample?
4. Where does my opinion fall within the larger population (of my school?, of my

class? )
5. What have I learned about myself and my peers from these activities?

Habits of Mind


Searching For Patterns
(Students may recognize trends in patterns when conducting their surveys among
members of their community.



Being Attentive
(To obtain good results when performing their data collection work, the students
will be mindful and alert to the information being taken and will need to work
well as a group)



Asking Good Questions
(This will obviously have a great impact on their data collection effort and
information in class will help guide them to asking good questions- are their
questions biased or fair? Also students will need to ask themselves good questions
when interpreting the results)



Cooperating and Collaborating
(This habit of mind will be essential in order to make the activities within this
unit successful; from data collection, to interpretation to journal reflection and
result compilation)
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Analysis and interpretation
Thinking
Reflection
Observation

Timeline:


Two weeks

Resources:







Computer lab
www.census.gov
http://www.pbs.org/democracy/
Graph paper
Survey/polling samples
Journals
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Cost Analysis – Field Trip Planning
(This lesson ties into the Social Studies Webquest and ELA Persuasive Writing)

An integral part of thriving in one’s community is being able to explore the
community, learn about the community and be an active member out in the community.
We will, as part of the Social Studies web quest, have students draw up individual and/or
group proposals for an overnight field trip that will take place in Massachusetts. The
purpose for the math lesson is to assist students in bolstering his or her argument on the
strength of his or her fieldtrip, from a financial perspective.
This mathematics lesson will have students examining the costs associated with
their field trip planning. These costs will include, but are not limited to transportation,
lodging, food (how many meals will be provided) and entertainment.

The student

proposals should examine fixed costs versus variable costs. As students write their
persuasive essays they will need to include the rationale based on the mathematics, for
their fieldtrip.
The frameworks that will be addressed are as follows (as found as part of the
Massachusetts Department of Education Mathematics Frameworks Supplement, 2004; 7th
Grade):

PATTERNS, RELATIONS, AND ALGEBRA STRAND
Students engage in problem solving, communicating, reasoning, connecting, and representing
as they:
7.P.1 Extend, represent, analyze, and generalize a variety of patterns with tables, graphs, words,
and, when possible, symbolic expressions. Include arithmetic and geometric progressions,
e.g., compounding.
This standard is intentionally the same as standard 8.P.1.
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7.P.2 Evaluate simple algebraic expressions for given variable values, e.g., 3a2 – b for a = 3 and
b = 7.
This standard is intentionally the same as standard 8.P.2.
7.P.3 Create and use symbolic expressions for linear relationships and relate them to verbal,
tabular, and graphical representations.
7.P.4 Solve linear equations using tables, graphs, models, and algebraic methods.
7.P.5 Identify, describe, and analyze linear relationships between two variables. Compare
positive rate of change, e.g., y = 3x + 1, to negative rate of change, e.g., y = –3x + 1.
7.P.6 Use linear equations to model and analyze problems involving proportional relationships.
Use technology as appropriate.
This standard is intentionally the same as standard 8.P.9.

Students will be given access to computer technology and the Internet as needed.
Internet usage will be strictly monitored, as students will need to be given some freedom
to survey different websites on attractions, lodging, transportation and other sites. The
teachers will be actively involved in being a liaison for the students to communicate
through in dealing with vendors in obtaining quotes for services.
The students will need to analyze the costs associated to every portion of their
trip. By setting up functions [f(x) is the cost of the trip, where ‘x’ is the number of
students on the trip] students will be able to see how differing levels of attendance on the
trip will affect the total cost of the trip. They will explore how some costs are fixed (the
constant), while other costs vary due to attendance on trip (variable). Students can graph
these relationships. There will be times when increased attendance could actually reduce
the per capita price of the trip. Students will be given a budget amount and need to
remain within a certain percentage of this budget.
Students will be given a tool to help manage their data, a graphic organizer that
they can use to track costs, attendance and budget.
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As part of the process students will write a persuasive argument as to why their
proposed field trip is best. In this essay they will need to explain their rationale based on
the costs and demonstrate an understanding of how the math supports the argument.
It is intended that the analytical process learned in this lesson will tie into the cost
analysis that will be necessary as part of the planning, funding and everyday operations
associated with the final project.
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Overage
Potential
or
Cost
Surcharges

Use the table above to register quotes received regarding the bus companies. Take into
account trip attendance levels and daily or total mileage as they play the biggest part in
the costs.

Hotel
Name

Attendance

Nightly
Rate
4 person
Students

Nightly
Rate
2 person
Chaperones

Breakfast
Full or
Continental

Amenities AAA
Rating

Use this table to register quotes received on lodging options. Remember the key role
attendance will play, as it affects rates for students and the number of chaperones
required (1 Chaperone per 8 Students). Also note the more nights in one hotel could
yield lower rates, try to find locations central to several of your potential attractions.
You can also create tables similar to this to visually track costs associate to meals costs,
entertainment and attractions.
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Curriculum Content
Science

Suzanne Holmes
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CLIMATE CRISIS: AN EXPLORATION IN SCIENCE
Overview:
Survive or Thrive?
This lesson is designed for an 8th grade Science class. Students will explore the factors
that are essential for life through hands on activities. As part of a unit in environmental
science students will explore the communities in which organisms live and the make- up
of those communities. The students will look at how organisms live and work together,
the factors that influence survival, and the impact which human intervention can have.
They will publish their findings in a school newspaper and report the results of the
investigation of our local environment.

Massachusetts State Standards
Life Science Strand
Energy and Living Things
Learning Standard 14: Explain the roles and relationships among producers, consumers,
and decomposers in the process of energy transfer within a food web.
Learning standard 17: Identify ways in which ecosystems have changed throughout
geological time in response to physical conditions, interactions among organisms, and the
actions of humans.
Learning Standard 18: Recognize that biological evolution accounts for the diversity of
species developed through gradual processes over many generations.
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INTERDISCIPLINARY UNIT: THRIVE OR SURVIVE
Objectives:
1. Students will investigate the factors required for survival of a species.
2. Students will identify how temperature and other factors influence species and how
those species respond to changes in environment.
3. Students will understand the relationship that the environment has on a species survival
and how the removal of a species from the food chain affects the whole system. (As
demonstrated through the construction of a model)
4. Students will determine which factor(s) lead to the endangerment of a species by
examining the reactions of those species to changes.
5. Students will look at past environments and then map the movement of the species as
seen through the eyes of a present day explorer.
6. Students will relate the extinction of species to a mismatch of adaptation and
environment.
7. Students will study changes in an area or a local ecosystem over an extended period
and compare those observations to those made by students in previous years.
8. Students will give examples of ways which organisms interact and have different
functions within an ecosystem.
9. Students will improve their reading comprehension in science using research materials
such as books, science magazines, on line data bases, and internet sites.
10. Students will investigate local biomes and describe issues that are present which
could threaten the community in the future.
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The Science class is investigating a new phenomenon: Is there a Crisis?
In response to a warming world, scientists have observed a change in behavior by some
animals and plants. Certain species are relocating to cooler areas to adapt to this change
in temperature. There are five species of plants and animals that stand out in North
America trekking northward or to higher elevations in search of relief from the heat.
Students will be choosing one of these species and investigating its movement and the
implications related to survival of the species.

Group Structure
Students will form groups of 3-4 during class activities and experiments.

Students will

work in pairs for some assignments. Students will also work individually on assignments
at home and in class.
Assessments
Quizzes/ Tests
Journal Entries
Web Models/Projects
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Timeline:
Students will have three weeks to complete this unit. They will collect data and make
observations and construct models during the first three weeks Additional time will be
given to work on the final component of this unit. The final component of this unit is a
project or model based on student research and will be due in November. There will be
two 45 minute sessions each week in the computer lab to work on the assignment. The
final culminating activity, a newspaper production, will occur in November and students
will publish their work approximately three weeks after this unit ends. The students will
spend time at home and in class compiling their data and preparing for the final
submission ( a piece of work of student’s choice).
Content matter -Subjects learned:
This unit is designed to be part of a Science curriculum in 8th grade which focuses on
eco-systems and biodiversity.
Resource materials
Web sites
www.scholastic.com/globalwarming
www.ucmpberkeley.edu
www.sin.org
www.accessexcellence.org/RC
www.jason.org
www.amonline.net.au/factsheets/canetoad.htm
Text
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Cells and Heredity, (2000), Prentice Hall Publishers
Investigations in Biology, (1995), Holt
Science Interactions, (1999), Flynn Scientific
Process Skills

Habits of Mind

The following process skills will be used in this unit:
Process Skills

Habits of Mind

Observation

Asking Good

Data Collection

Questions

Measurement

Being Attentive

Analysis

Using Models

Modeling

Cooperating &

Systems-

Collaborating

Thinking

Project Description: “Darwin’s Adventure –“The Beagle I”
What is meant by “survival of the fittest”?
Students will begin by looking at the past history of James Darwin and his extensive
travels. They will research the places Darwin explored in his trip, including the species
that Darwin discovered and his theory of evolution. Through the travel of Darwin’s ship,
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“The Beagle,” each student will investigate the idea of species adaptations. Part of this
unit involves researching data on the extinction of past species. The students have been
introduced to the classification of plant and animal species and will be investigating how
the environment will affect the survival of a species.
Week 1
Day 1: Video-Galapagos Islands
Day 2: Discussion of What Makes a Species Unique
Day 3: Requirements of Life –game cards ID
Day 4: Evidence of Change-computer fossil web quest
Day 5: Adaptations as a Result of Environmental Changes

Day 1
Video: Galapagos Islands
The launch for this project is a video on plant and animal species discovered by James
Darwin during his voyage around the world including the Galapagos Islands. (50
minutes). Following will be a discussion with the whole class on factors that may lead to
endangerment and extinction.
Day 2
Discussion of What makes a Species Unique
After observing a video on the Galapagos Islands which shows the unique characteristics
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of species in response to the environment in which they live, students will discuss the
validity of Darwin’s theory on evolution and what information he used to support that
theory. Brainstorm and whole class discussion will be followed by writing on the white
board. Groups of four students will then use this background to respond to a present day
problem involving plant and animal species presented by the teacher. Students will
answer the following questions:
What makes a species? What is an adaptation? (Brainstorm- whole class)
Select one of the species’ adaptations you observed in the film and describe it.
Were the Tortoise’s or Finch’s physical characteristics helpful or harmful to their
survival? Why or Why not?
Why where other scientists skeptical of Darwin’s theory on evolution?
HW Question: The spotted grey moth population is changing in number. Recently
scientists have noticed and increase in dark moths. Why have more moths become darker
in color? Explain.
***********
DAY 3
Requirements of Life
What will students find out?
Students will be reviewing the essential needs of the cell and its immediate environment.
Students will play the “life bingo” game using the requirements of life cues as a review to
help reinforce the basic needs of individuals, whether plant animal or fungus or bacteria,
and relating this to the basic needs of a community.
Background
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This year’s course of study in 8th grade reflects upon the individual needs of cells and
how systems work together to enable plants and animals to reproduce. Students have
classified organisms according to their characteristics and have studied the requirements
for life in previous classes.
Procedure
Each player has a board which contains plant, animal and fungi or bacteria pictures. One
student or teacher draws a card from the deck which states a specific characteristic such
as- produces spores and students must match the card to the picture. First person with
one complete row across, down or diagonally gets “bingo” points.

Day 4
Evidence of Change-Map of the World
The Curious Case of Mesosaurus
Glossopteris fossils
Using colored pencils students will map locations of the fossils of the ferns
Glossopteris and the animal, Mesosaurus, as they uncover the traces of ancient organisms
that flourished 250 million years ago. Students will read an article individually and then
join a group to discuss it and answer questions.
Groups of 3-4 Students will work together to answer the following questions:
1. Describe the kind of Environment in which Mesosaurus lived.
2. Is it likely that Mesosaurus swam back and forth across the Atlantic Ocean?
3. Does the case of Mesosaurus support Wegener’s theory of continental drift?
4. How did Glossopteris develop on such widely separated continents?
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Evidence of Climate Change
Wegener used evidence of climate change to support his theory on continental drift.
For example, the island of Spitzbergen lies in the Artic Ocean north of Norway. This
island is ice-covered and has a harsh polar climate. There are fossils of tropical plants
found on Spitzbergen that lived about 300 million years ago. According to Wegener
the island must have had a warm climate and been located closer to the equator.
Do you agree or disagree? Group discussion followed by whole class discussion.
Day 5
Global Warming
During this lesson students will be relating how changes in environment impact the
genetic survival of each species. Dramatic changes in the environment have caused
certain species to change or become extinct. One example is that of the dinosaur. If the
environment experiences dramatic changes again such as those of the past the question is:
How will species survive?
Students will be shown a world map and a list of species that are moving in response to
climate changes today.
On the map will be 5 stars representing each species and their location.
Students will choose one species and use the temperatures at that species’ location to
make a graph.
The graph will depict the average yearly global temperature change during the past 100
years.
Using data that they have compiled for the specific period (a 12 month cycle) students
will construct a line graph showing the results of each set of data.
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Global Warming phenomenon (next day)
The following facts have been noted:
1. Invertebrate species like snails and sea stars are moving northward, likely due to a
rise in water and air temperatures.
1. Sub-alpine forests are invading alpine meadows, partly in response to warming
temperatures.
2. The distribution of the Edith’s Checkerspot butterfly, which extends from the
west coast of southern Canada through northern Mexico is shrinking.
3. Robins are migrating form high elevations, where temperatures are cooler. The
birds now breed two weeks earlier than they did in the late 1970’s
The distribution of the American alligator, which ranges from the Carolinas south to
Florida and west to Texas, seems to be shifting northward in some areas
Each group will need to make a presentation which includes the following:
A. Use of computer software to model movement/numbers of species
B. Evidence of data collection (graph, timeline, statistics or graphics)
C. Reference material (use of a minimum of 3 sources)-documented in a bibliography
D. A written one page journal entry in response to the following questions (rubric
follows):
1. Describe the specific habitats found in our local environment.
2. What influences do environmental factors play in relation to the survival of your
species and the habitat needed for your species?
3. Project what the future of this species will be if the current global trends continue.
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Fossil Web Quest Homework
One of Darwin’s thoughts was that species developed certain characteristics over time
such as fins or flippers to better equip them to survive and reproduce. Students will look
at examples of fossils using magnifying lens in class as a launch (10 min).
Students will use a web site to solve 15 questions related to fossils.
Homework: Draw a trilobite using the information found during your web quest.

Week 2
Day 1: Cellular Needs- Cell City
Students will create a model of a plant or animal cell using household materials
Day 2: Continue Cell City (plant or animal cell model)
Day 3: Osmosis/ Egg –Speriment
Day 4: Food Chain
Day 5: Predator/Prey

Day 1
Materials
Paper Plates, colored construction paper, glue, markers
Students will read and take notes on the parts of the cell using Prentice Hall Series “ Cells
and Heredity.” Using a paper plate and construction paper students will each create an
animal or plant cell.
HOMEWORK: Bring in materials to make a plastic liter bottle model of a cell
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Day 2
Cell City Model
Each organelle in a cell has a unique function. Students have read about the individual
parts of the cell and will now create their own model using common household materials.
The cell parts will need a key to describe the part and its function within the cell.
Students will be able to differentiate between a plant cell and an animal cell. Students
will see that cells work together to carry out essential functions within the organism.

Day 3
Continue Cell City Model- Students will work on their cell models as we begin to
conduct a class experiment on the function of the cell membrane. Cells are like
communities in that there is a need for cooperation between individual cells and groups
of cells. Without the interaction and communication between cells organisms would not
be able to survive.
Osmosis/Egg-Speriment
Materials
Uncooked egg, vinegar, beaker, tap water, food coloring, metric measure, string
Students will use an uncooked egg as a means to examine the methods by which
materials pass into and out of cell membranes. Using string students will measure the
circumference of the egg daily for a period of 6 days. Each day students will record the
measurement in a log with. Students will make observations, take measurements, and
observe materials passing through the cell membrane. Students will relate cell functions
such as the transportation of food, water, and air into cells (osmosis, diffusion, active
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transport) and the elimination of wastes from cells.
Procedure: 2 days vinegar, 2 days water and food coloring, 2 days salt water
Day 4: Food Chain Activity
I have chosen a food chain for students to create in order to illustrate the
“connectedness” of each organism in the food chain. The fact that one species is
important to the survival of another is the aspect which I would like students to ultimately
“get”. The food chain is a model that can be visualized and is fun for kids to do.
Each individual organism plays an integral role in the food chain is an example of a
system. Groups of 4 -6 students create individual food chains with post-its and ribbon.
Students are given an identity and must identify themselves as a producer, consumer or
decomposer. After the first round, group members link together with another group and
then finally with the whole class. One student takes a turn removing him or herself from
the chain. Members of the group must re-connect with ribbon to complete the food
chain.

Day 5: Predator/Prey Relationships-computer graphics.
Any resulting in-balance occurring in a predator/prey relationship will be reflected as a
result of removal of just one factoring the food chain. Students have looked at predator
prey relationships before and can recognize them.
Working in pairs, students will choose one predator prey relationship and make a
hypothesis.
Would this species be affected if their natural enemy suddenly increased or decreased?
A data sheet with statistics on populations of two species will be given to each student.
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Students must read the chart and create a graph using the statistics.
Using computers students will graph two predator- prey relationships.
I chose excel for students to use to create their line graphs and found this to work quite
well. The students have been graphing in science class on paper and are familiar with
setting up the axis and labeling each one. Most students are proficient at making graphs
but not all are as proficient at reading and analyzing graph results. I hoped that this
lesson would enable them to see a connection between a graph showing predation and the
resulting impact on species.
Fox/Snowshoe Hare

Lemming/Fox

Week 3
Day 1: Graphing Predator/ Prey Relationships- Computer
Day 2: Research Endangered Species
Day 3: Endangered species –magazine cover/article computer
Day 4: continue with Endangered Species
Day 5: Wrap up / Discussion

Day 1
Computer graphics (Predator/Prey) continued
Students will choose one of the following:
A. a relationship between two species such as symbiotic relationship
B. a predator/ prey relationship
C. an Endangered Species (Plant or Animal)
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Students will complete a week long research assignment and present their research to the
class. Students will investigate the species, their natural habitat, eating patterns,
distribution, migration patterns, scientific name or “genus”, present status, and response
to each other or environmental threats. Each pair of students will create a power point
presentation of their work of not more than 10 slides. Students will include graphs and
charts from the previous class. Pairs of students will present their findings to the rest of
the class. Class members will evaluate (self assess) each others work using a prepared
rubric constructed by the teacher. Students will work together to create their own rubric
for participation in the presentation.

Day 2
Endangered Species
Continued from previous class
Day 3 & Day 4
Using technology and basic software students will create a magazine cover featuring one
example of an endangered species or symbiotic relationship as an initial step. Students
will then add text and graphics for the research article. In addition they will be printing
out their graphs and analyzing them, and using them as evidence for supporting their
views.
DAY 5
Group Discussion
What students will discover?
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Humans are ultimately dependant on this cycle (system) or food chain for survival and
are susceptible to changes in the environment as well. As part of the larger system I hope
that the students will be able to make predictions about the delicate dependence each of
us has on our earth. The multi-disciplinary approach would be a great way to teach
environmental science – how each organism is directly or indirectly affected by changes
in conditions or removal of one species from the food chain. When looking at human
involvement, students can be guided to think about the interdependencies among living
things.
************** FUTURE GOALS************
A future goal would be to have my students create a science website which could feature
findings from our own neighborhoods or towns on these environmental issues such as
global warming, oil spills and run off from golf courses or gas stations. Maybe this could
be adapted to fit into a future lesson. I find that student input is higher when learning is
related to local conditions or real world situations. The links between concrete
experiences and more abstract knowledge and representations are built with lessons that
can examine the physical world that surrounds us.
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See link to rubric
Rubric for Performance Assessment: Climate Crisis

The various levels of student performance will be assessed according to a rubric which
will be given to the students at the beginning of the lesson. The rubric allows for a wide
range of student responses.
The following box contains the rubric created for the Science lesson “Climate Crisis”
Outstanding = 4 Competent=3
Gives complete
and logical
responses; uses
complex/
science terms;
development of
a process of
thinking is
evident;
provides both
detailed and
specific data;
Analysis is
exceptional;
rationale is
clearly stated
and consistent;
demonstrates
understanding
of the concept;
completes task
Exceptional or
outstanding.

Gives answers
with mostly
logical
responses;
shows
development of
a process of
thinking;
data is clearly
stated
Analysis is
basic;
rationale
shows
understanding
of the concept;
task is
complete.

Satisfactory=2

Incomplete=1

No Attempt
=0
Gives responses Gives responses Does not
that are
that are not
attempt task
simplistic;
complete; does
explanations
not show
are sometimes
understanding
consistent with of the task; data
results;
is not
some data is
understandable;
not accounted
Does not
for;
provide
shows basic
explanation or
understanding
rationale; task
of the concept; is not complete.
Task is
complete but
lacks detail.
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Curriculum Content
Social Studies

Michael Bowler
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As part of our ongoing look at community there is one particular concept to note.
For most of American history there has been the documentation of a historical record—in
the form of newspapers.

First there was “Publik Occurrences, Both Foreign and

Domestick,” believed to be the first printed newspaper in America.

Today people

have access to most major newspapers printed in the world.

As we begin our unit with a trip to the local newspaper printing facility this social
studies class will take a look at the history of newspaper reporting in America. Students
will take a look at what is or was newsworthy for the period of time it was printed. We
will be relating this to the Massachusetts Frameworks for American History.

From Massachusetts Frameworks (www.doe.mass.edu/frameworks/hss/final.pdf):
Concepts and Skills, Grades 8-12, History and Geography
(7). Show connections, causal and otherwise, between particular historical events and
ideas and larger social, economic and political trends and developments. (H, G, C, E)
(8). Interpret the past within its own historical context rather than in terms of present-day
norms and values. (H, E, C)
(10). Distinguish historical fact from opinion. (H, E, C)
(key: (H)istory, (E)conomics, (C)ivics and (G)overnment)

In this lesson, which will last for approximately three class periods, students will
explore newspapers from several different periods of time in Massachusetts history, their
town’s history.

The Boston Public Library (BPL) has a microfilm collection of

newspapers, some dating as far back as the early 1800’s.

This collection includes

newspapers from most communities in Massachusetts and around the world.

The

instructor will visit the BPL and get some copies of articles from the local community’s
newspaper(s) from different periods of time in history. These articles will include news
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stories, opinions as well as social/entertainment pages.

Working in groups, students will be assigned an article or specific paper to read
and understand. The groups will be directed to view the articles from the point of view of
the readers, at that time in history.

What was going on at that time that frames the story? What may the
readers, at that time, be thinking or feeling that influences their own opinions
of the story?

If this story was to run today, without the obvious

anachronisms, would it be as big of a story? Are there any similarities
between these stories and opinions from that specific time in history and
today?
The groups will then present the article(s) they read in a format that most are
familiar with—the local news program. In an informal group presentation the groups will
set up the time period that their paper was printed, by stating significant world, US and
local events. Then each member of the group will need to participate with the news
reporting.

They could be anchor, news readers, field reporters, political analysts,

editorial board or sports/entertainment reporters, even the meteorologist if it is
appropriate. This presentation should be approximately 10 minutes in length, followed
by some discussion, with a more detailed whole group discussion to follow.

The lesson will close with a group discussion on the questions asked above. How
has news reporting changed, and how is it the same?
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A Look at the Larger Community We Live In
As Team Egret investigates the meaning of community students will see that they
are members of several communities. Their responsibilities are different in regards to
each individual community.
In this lesson we will see what it means to be part of a larger community than just
Team Egret. In a virtual scavenger hunt students will explore some very important
aspects of Massachusetts. There will be a look into Massachusetts civics, current events
and history.

Part of being from a community means knowing its past, its present and

how the community operates.
During this lesson students will search the internet for answers to questions posed
to them. These questions in part deal with the Salem Witch Trials, Plimoth Plantation,
Massachusetts Government and the significance of the Massachusetts Turnpike.
This lesson will directly and indirectly address particular aspects of the
frameworks. One specific Massachusetts Frameworks in Social Studies that will be
addressed includes:
USI.17 Explain the major components of Massachusetts’ state government, including the roles
and functions of the governor, state legislature, and other constitutional officers. (H, C)

The key to this lesson is to understand that the students will hopefully have fun
exploring government and history of Massachusetts as well as some quirky points of
interest for themselves.
The following is a list of questions and the websites students will visit to answer
these questions. The instructor will be very involved in monitoring the websites students
visit, as we don’t want them to wander to any inappropriate sites.
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http://www.Mass.gov
-How many members serve on the governor’s cabinet? Name three and their titles.
-What make up the three branches of the state government?
-What are the only four letters of the alphabet that don’t begin the name of a town or
city in Massachusetts? There are only four letters that have one city or town
beginning with each of these letters, what are the names of the cities or towns?
-What is the formal name for the legislative branch of Massachusetts? What are the
two chambers?
-Who is Speaker of the House and Senate President?
http://www.Plimoth.org (Plymouth Plantation)
-How many Wampanoag Indians were at the first Thanksgiving? Were there more
English or Wampanoag?
-How many days did this first Thanksgiving last?
-What was the name of the English governor at Plimoth in 1621? The Wampanoag
king’s name?
-How many natives are believed to have died between 1616 and 1618 due to illness,
possibly brought to the new world from Europe?
http://www.teachersfirst.com/share/states/index.cfm
-What city is Alexander Graham Bell from? What is he famous for?
-How long is the Massachusetts’ coast line?
-What is the state bird?
http://www.wikipedia.com
-What is significant about Boston Corners? Why is it, or isn’t it, part of
Massachusetts?
http://school.discovery.com/schooladventures/salemwitchtrials/
How many people died as a direct result of the Salem Witch Trials?
What religion did the people of Salem practice in 1692?
http://www.massturnpike.com/aboutus/history.html
How long is the turnpike? From where to where?
When was it constructed?
Who was William F. Callahan?
What was the original cost of the highway?
What is the Interstate Route Number for the Mass Pike? What two cities mark the
endpoints of this route (hint: one isn’t in Massachusetts)
In a general class discussion students will be asked to share answers to the
questions. These questions will be asked randomly to each student. In addition to
answering the specific questions students will share an additional fact they personally
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found interesting. Then in a journal exercise they will be asked to reflect on what they’ve
learned about the larger community. They can write on the specific questions that were
asked, the interesting fact they found on their own or another student’s interesting fact.

This lesson is designed to launch the associated Math and ELA lessons where
students will be planning the class trip. This trip is not necessarily part of this unit on
Community. Although, it is important for students to know the “incidentals” about the
community, state, country and world they live in. This search will serve as a way to whet
the appetite of the students and make them want to know more about the Larger
Community.

